08 civic si headlights

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts that you need! Replacement is a professional brand for autobody, lighting
parts, electrical, brake, suspension, intake and exhaust, and cooling and heating products. All
Replacement brands include 1-year, unlimited-mileage warranty. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Manufacturer SET-H Questions,
Answers. Your Vehicle Fit Details. Vehicle Name. Fitment Information. All Engines. For Sedan.
Driver And Passenger Side. Recommended Use:. OE Replacement. Light Source:. Without bulb
s. Clear Lens. Quantity Sold:. Set of 2. Product Fit:. Direct Fit. Interchange Part Number:.
Replaces OE Number:. Returns Policy:. Vehicle Fitment Information. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 5
of 7 results. Product Information. Need help? Call our product expert Warranty Policy. Right
parts, guaranteed. Check out our Warranty Policy for more details. Shipping Policy. We ship fast
so you can get on the road that much faster. Check out our Shipping Policy for more details.
Easy Return Policy. Check out our Return Policy for more details. In the Garage with CarParts.
Why are My Headlights Flickering? Question and Answer. Will this fit a Honda civic coupe? Jun
11, Is it for a 2 door honda ex? Efrain T. These headlights are for the 4-door sedan models. Will
these fit a 08 civic si coupe? Eric C. Apr 22, Best Answer: I need the right parts for a civic 2 door
I got a hood and left and right headlights they are for a 4 door thanks. Oct 19, Best Answer: Hi,
Yes, you can definitely use the old bulbs, no need to buy new ones unless the bulbs are no
longer working. Do they come with sockets? Raymond S. We suggest getting those locally
through a local auto supply store or the dealership. Customer Reviews. Oct 14, The headlights
came in so quickly. Excellent customer service. Thank you! Manuel Ponce. Purchased on Sep
29, Sep 26, Headlights appear to be of good quality, fitment was reasonable. James Hutcheson.
Purchased on Aug 29, Sep 23, Sent wrong headlight. Dillon Smith. Purchased on Aug 25, Show
More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. No Substitutes: If
you're still running old school halogen headlights on your Honda Civic, then you're just behind
the times! Are well-built. Have a virtually infinite life span. An unbeatable warranty, and
out-perform the alternatives. Easily making them the best LED headlights on the market today
for the Civic aftermarket. While the Honda Civic LEDs from Morimoto cost a bit more relative to
other options in the aftermarket; as the saying goes "you pay for what you get". We've seen it
all, and the Civic headlight assembly's fit and finish is far superior to everything else out there.
Performance: We've always been blown away by the fact that the other brands don't even
consider how well their headlights perform on the road at night. Most often, they're a
downgrade compared to even the standard halogen setup, and that's a shame. The good news
is that Morimoto's XB LED headlights produce a well defined beam pattern with a great amount
of width, intensity, and a proper distribution of light. Plug-n-Play: Wiring is easy too! These
Honda Civic LED headlights will plug into the factory connectors for the stock headlights and
each assembly includes all necessary connectors, rubber seals, and pigtails for a plug n play
install. No error codes, no flickering, hyper-flashing, or radio interference. This Civic headlight
assembly can easily be removed, and will not void your factory warranty. A separate optic that's
dedicated to the turn signal function uses amber LED's to produce a full sequential turn signal.
The PPS plastic housing is light-weight and much stronger than comparable alternatives. The
die-cast aluminum heat-sinks inside the housings provide more than an adequate amount of
cooling for the OEM grade Osram LED chips that produce the light. They Look: Amazing. At
least in our opinion! The subtle elements incorporated in their design are more than enough to
make them stand out, but they're clean enough to be considered top of the line original
equipment to those who don't know any better. The piano black trim and smoked gray reflectors
keep the color scheme neutral, and the quad kuria-optic projectors are as modern as it gets.
Trusted : For more than a decade, we've worked hard to earn our killer reputation. Car guys
world-wide know that TRS carries the internet's best selection of high performance automotive
and powersport lighting products at the best prices, and we've got the best, most
knowledgeable team of real enthusiasts to help back it up. If we sell it, then you bet we've put it
to the test on our own cars, trucks, and bikes. Need a recommendation on parts for your
project? Got a tech question? Wholesale inquiry? Contact Us. Javascript is disabled on your
browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a JavaScript-capable
browser. Add to Cart. Install Guide. Product Details No Substitutes: If you're still running old
school halogen headlights on your Honda Civic, then you're just behind the times! Product
Specs. Product Reviews. I will try the K Bulbs. The Lamps, Ballasts and Wiring were so simple. I
ordered ten thousand K but received 8 thousands, no big deal just happy too receive,

installation a little difficult will order another set the but I want the 10 ,k. I will place I order for.
Best kit avalible hands down also spend a lil mo bread and get the digital slim ballast with
problem eliminators i have fogs and headlights installed.. I just got this hidkit 4 my 08 civic si
they look dynamite Dis k,,,d best der is and d best der ever will be period. These are completely
awesome. When they were delivered one of the bulb tabs was broken, contacted right away and
they sent a new bulb right away and everything went smoothly! Def awesome customer service!
Just ordered for my other car today! My kit arrived in 3 days. Installation took me only 30 min.
Hardest thing to do was to find a close location for the ballast. It was a snap. After installation,
the light did not work and checked the instructions and switched main harness to the opposite
side and voila! I got liftoff. I would really recommend this kit to any do it yourselfer. It's real easy
and the quality looks like a factory system. I would be shopping for this for my truck and other
car soon. Thank you JDM. I give it a ten out of ten. I just put in the k in my accord and woah!
These things are so bright! Many debate whether to get or k but are pure white! I drove around
all night just to test these things out! Well worth it. Not a bad installation on my G8. However i
got the passenger side hooked up and working, hooked up the driver side and the bulb blew
right away. But from what i could see from my passenger side one, it looks great. Definately
more blue than i thought the 6k would be but i still like it. Once the new blub is in place im sure
ill like it alot better, til then back to the stock headlights. Hey everyone ok for the website I
would like to make a post and hope you all will put this in for others as I am telling everyone to
us yours. I bought a set of HIDs from you but you did not have my model yet listed in your
system. I knew the Scion tC and Scion FR-S carry the same bulb size and all so I had to click tC
please to help others make this correction in your system to better the customer thanks. Ok for
the product its freaking awesome you all it came so fast to my door and the system was so easy
and has the manual for those who do not know how to do this. It only took me 15 mins and I am
so happy with the product so far thank you so much. I am actually buying more later this
weekend for my sisters boyfriends truck thanks you all :. I bought this kit expecting minimal
results. Ordered the kit on a Monday evening, and got it mid-day that Thursday. Brought my car
and my HID kit to work with me on Friday, and had only spent about 30 minutes installing the
kit, along with the upgraded harness option. I am so pleased with the results I got from the kit I
bought, today I immediately upon installing my kit, ordered the fog light kit for my car. I can
assure you, there will be no dis-appointment. Great buy, great value, super easy to install, even
for those who don't know anything about working on cars! Get it! You'll love the look! Very
bright. I didn't think it was going to be as bright for it being only 40 bucks. But after using these
lights I will never go back to stock. Easy to install and look great. Ordering the high beams this
week as well. Fast delivery was also awesome. A little bit more blue than I like but over all very
good buy 2nd day shipping and true plug and play very satisfied. Wow what a great look! These
really upgrade my car. I have the k and they are bright blue. They came in the mail fast too. Muy
buen producto, manejo mucho de noche y la verdad me an mejorado la visibilidad, en las
carreteras y las terracerias,son faciles de instalar y se ven muy bien lo recomiendo!! Worked
great on my low beams and high beams. The slim ballast were smaller than i thought, pretty
easy to hide in the engine bay. I do recommend not mounting them near the radiator or on the
engine. I used some zip ties to make everything nice and neat. I have bought from two separate
from this vendor before, enjoyed a positive experience overall. I am not affiliated with, nor do I
have anything to gain by this review. I have simply endured various types of frustrations with
other kits, and have found what I believe to be a superior value. The hid bulbs look to be
standard, and connections also look to be similar to those used in other ballasts. Install took
about 20 to 30 min. Not sure if thats a good thing or bad thing, perhaps their technology is so
good they get more out of a smaller box. Good kit for the price. I've spent more in the past for
kits that didn't work. Was easy to install. We only use premium German bulbs for long term
reliablity. Get quality xenon lights for your car and enjoy the benefits of converting to HID lights.
Our ballasts are all metal construction with a 7 layer epoxy internal waterproof coating! Every
kit comes with an easy to follow instruction manual, however we recommend you watch our
video to get an idea what is involved in the installation. Our kits are plug and play on most
vehicles with easy to plug in plug. Please note on some vehicle models you may need to insert
the plug into the ballast the other way for lights to operate. Shop by Vehicle. Shop by Bulb Size.
Bi Xenon. Sealed Replacement. LED Replacement. Write Review 31 ratings. James Mcknight Nissan Sentra. Ben D - Chrysler Brie G - Nissan Altima. Great lights, k is light blue Getting the
high beams soon! Jay G - Chevrolet Camaro. Justin Cj - Honda Civic 4dr. Thanks a lot this r
great hid kit for my 08 si well done what more can I say Lisa K - Chevrolet Malibu. Rasheed S Toyota Camry. It is An Amazing product! Anders P - Honda Accord 4dr. Shawn H - Pontiac G8.
Daniel W - Scion TC. Joe A - Pontiac Sunfire. I bought the k year ago and it still working great.
Easy to install just watch their video. Hunter S - Toyota Tundra. Frank R - Freightliner Century

Class. Saravid Kuch - Honda Civic 4dr. Ryan Scarce - Honda Civic 4dr. Jake Ericson - Ford
Escort. Took literally 10 minutes and now headlights like 2x as bright!!! Larry B - Chevrolet
Lumina. Jim E - Subaru Legacy. Eduardo A - Ford F I like this kit very much. Arnold P - Honda
Civic 4dr. Year: Select a Year Please select application and color options Note: Each field below
represents a complete kit. Please select options and upgrades. Please select an option for
faster processing. My vehicle has factory stock halogen headlights. My vehicle has aftermarket
headlights. I do not know All rights reserved worldwide. Morimoto lighting was established in to
fill the gap in the aftermarket for truly high quality automotive lighting products. Search the web
for an alternative name in lighting that comes more widely recommended by end-users for
performance, reliability, and the way it looks and if you can find it, then buy it. Morimoto is the
automotive lighting benchmark. We've always been blown away by the fact that the other
brands don't even consider how well their headlights perform on the road at night. They all
produce well-defined beam patterns with a great amount of width, intensity, and a proper
distribution of light. We do things differently at Morimoto. These headlights are much more than
an aesthetic upgrade. We will continue to add new models to the line. Unmatched performance
in the winter. Osram LED Chips. Daytime Running Light Compatible Drivers. These are special.
Its unanimous. Our M LED 2. Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must
enable JavaScript or upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. YEAR More About Us. August
Continuous Expansion of XB Projector Headlight Lineup We've always been blown away by the
fact that the other brands don't even consider how well their headlights perform on the road at
night. Learn More. Morimoto 2Stroke 3. Morimoto MLED 2. Introducing aftermarket angel eye
projector headlights for and up Honda Civic. All projector headlights has been designed for
essential plug and play installation. Everything has been pre-wired for easy and simple
installation. Exceed OEM strict qualification and requirement quality. Most design are available
in chrome or black housing to match your vehicle style and design for each of their own.
In-House Expert. Euro Headlights. Projector Headlights. Tail Lights. LED Tail Lights. LED
Headlights. Fog Lights. Third Brake Light. HID Conversion Kits. LED Lights. Underbody Neon
Kit. Light Bulbs. Roof Lights. Fender Light. License Plate Lights. Side Mirror Signal Lights.
Fender Flares. Towing Mirrors. Tonneau Cover. Side step bars Nerf Bars. Front Bull Bar.
Window Visor. Chrome Door Handles. Chrome Mirror Covers. Trunk Lid Cover. Lights Cover.
Side Mirrors. Rear Spoiler. Horn Kit. Roof Rack. Tow Hook. Rear Step Bumper. Pillar Trim. Tow
Trailer Hitch. Fuel Door. Car Cover. Tail Gate Protector. Truck Bed Side Rail. Rear Bumper
Guard. Tool Box. Rail Cap. Chase Rack. Mud Guard. Light Bar Bracket. Window Louvers.
Catback Exhaust. Catalytic Converter. Down Pipe. Test Pipe. Turbo Manifold. Intake Manifold.
Air Intake. Radiator Cooling Fan. Fuel Tank. Radiator Fan Shroud. Blow Off Valve. Intercooler
Kit. Boost Controller. Braided Steel Hose. Oil Catch Tank. Cam Gear. Fuel Line. Fuel Pressure
Regulator. Short Shifter. Radiator Hose. Fuel Power Torque Plate. Fuel Cell Tank. Engine Mount.
AC Condenser. Coolant Recovery Tank. Lift Kit. Lowering Springs. Strut Bar. Harness Tie Bar.
Sub-Frame Kit. Battery Tie Bar. Bump Steer Kit. Shock Spacer. Sway Bar Drop Bracket.
Adjustable Track Bar. Steering Wheel. Shift Knob. Rearview Mirrors. Seat Cover. Air Freshener.
Glow Gauge Kit. Racing Seat. Handle Bar. Window Crank Handle. Window Regulator. Seat
Bracket. Arm Rest. Cabin Filter. Racing Harness. Steering Wheel Hub. Steering Wheel Quick
Release. Window Switch. Wheel Spacers. Lug Nuts. Wheel Bearing. Forums New posts Search
forums Search images. Showcase New items New comments Latest reviews Search showcase.
Members Registered members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. Image Searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Search images. Log in.
Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter Mustacheavenger Start
date Aug 2, Mustacheavenger New Member. Anyone put the LED headlights from the touring
civic on their si? Is it worth it? Or should I just go with something different. There is an
aftermarket company looking to make reproductions that should be cheaper. The light output
was amazing but I don't think I'd attempt it again myself. They turned out fine, but not OEM
quality mostly the painting, they functioned perfect for over three years. I'd rather send it to
someone to do, too stressful putting headlights in an oven and breaking them open for me lol.
Last edited: Aug 2, Shankmeyster Senior Member. I have the Morimoto LED kit right now and it
has good output. HID output will be better. Mistborn7 Member. I just paid 70 bucks a set and got
the hikari LED's instead. That's the only con I can think of. Some blogs said LEDs are not really
legal and if you get into an accident, the other driver can sue you for blinding them. I don't know
if those blogs are outdated nor do I know if that information is correct. RiceFingaz Senior
Member. Opt7 LED in the projectors. I just like the look the head lamp gives to type r and the
touring models. Thanks everyone for the input. Great cars too! Mustacheavenger said:. Last
edited: Aug 3, BONUS: Ever notice motorhomes with headlight designs that look "out of place"

or identical to headlights from passenger cars? It takes a lot of engineering resources and
money to design headlights. Many motorhome manufacturers utilize existing headlight designs
to save money and reduce liability. Snoopyslr Senior Member. All you have to do is open up
your headlight and unbolt the existing projector and replace it with the new HID one. You'll need
a HID kit also. There is a few threads on here regarding retrofits. I'm currently in the middle of a
ridiculous retrofit, but that's because of my own stubbornness. Snoopyslr said:. ChinStrap
Senior Member. No additional glare. Here is the link. This is definitely the easiest way to get epic
head lights. They just look so much more modern than the standard lights. Even if the output is
only marginally better. Some facts You must log in or register to reply here. Member Posted
Images. Please select an application to view specific information, pictures, and pricing for CG
Clear Headlights. Parts Categories. Select Year Larger Image. View Pics 1. Pics 1. View Vids 0.
Vids 0. View 3D 0. Application Information. All [All]. Install Difficulty. Sold in pairs comes with
both left and right headlights. Get noticed with a set of CG headlights. CG lights are regarded as
the best quality lights available and are designed specifically for your Honda Civic. CG lights
are an easy to install modification that will make a big difference in your Honda Civic's
appearance! Key Features: Applications which feature Projector beams provide better visibility
brighter light and projects further. Applications which feature LED Lights include various LED
powered miniature accent lights within the light housing to provide a more eye-catching
appearance at night. Light bulbs included for high and low beams on all applications with
Projector beams. Bulbs are clear with a blue tint. Easy to install, no modifications required.
Each set comes with both left and right headlights. Availability and Condition: Unless otherwise
noted, this product is in brand new condition and usually in stock at one of our warehouses, or
will ship directly from the manufacturer. Loading Featured Parts for your. Shop with
Confidence. Payment Options. Have Questions? Call or email us for prompt and friendly help.
Phone: , Email: customercare procivic. All Rights Reserved. Not officially associated with or
endorsed by Honda Motor Co, Inc. February 22nd, Contact Us. About Us. Terms and Conditions.
Shop by Brand. Customer Reviews. Loading TrustPilot Reviews. You have no vehicle
information saved in your Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs.
Engineering 6 Speed Manual. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement cc. Torque lb. Redline
rpm. Bore and Stroke mm. Compression Ratio. Valve Train. Stainless Steel Exhaust Manifold.
Multi-Point Fuel Injection. Front-Wheel Drive. Direct Ignition System with Immobilizer. May vary
with driving conditions. See your owner's manual for more details. Transmissions 6 Speed
Manual. Helical Limited-Slip Differential. Unit-Body Construction. MacPherson Strut Front
Suspension. Multi-Link Rear Suspension. Stabilizer Bar mm. Power-Assisted Rack-and-Pinion
Steering. Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering Ratio. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb
ft. All-Season Tires. Compact Spare Tire. Exterior Measurements 6 Speed Manual. Wheelbase in.
Length in. Height in. Width in. Track in. Curb Weight lbs. Interior Measurements 6 Speed
Manual. Headroom in. Legroom in. Shoulder Room in. Hiproom in. Cargo Volume cu. Passenger
Volume cu. Seating Capacity. Crankcase qt. Coolant System qt. Fuel gal. Required Fuel. Use for
comparison purposes only. Do not compare to models before Your actual mileage will vary
depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Safety 6 Speed Manual. Side Curtain
Airbags. Side-Impact Door Beams. Immobilizer Theft-Deterrent System. Emergency Trunk
Opener. Exterior Features 6 Speed Manual. Integrated-Rear Window Antenna. Security System
with Remote Entry. Body-Colored Power Side Mirrors. Variable Intermittent Windshield Wipers.
Impact-Absorbing Body-Colored Bumpers. Multi-Reflector Halogen Headlights. Body-Colored
Rear Wing Spoiler. Chrome Exhaust Finisher. Tinted Glass. Body-Colored Door Handles. Air
Conditioning with Air-Filtration System. Cruise Control. Perforated Leather-Wrapped Steering
Wheel. Aluminum Shift Knob with Leather. Textured Alumin
2001 chevy silverado brake line routing
99 isuzu trooper engine
1994 buick lesabre interior
um Pedals. Steering Wheel-Mounted Controls. Tilt and Telescopic Steering Column. Beverage
Holders. Door-Pocket Storage Bins, Front. Passenger-Side Seatback Pocket. Satin-Finish
Door-Handle Pulls. Coin Tray. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Remote Trunk Release with
Lock. Headlights-On Reminder. Driver's and Front Passenger's Vanity Mirrors. Ambient Console
Lighting. Map Lights. Floor Mats. Driver's Footrest. Rear Window Defroster with Timer. Rear
Seat Garment Hooks. Cargo Area Light. Seating 6 Speed Manual. Driver's Seat with Manual
Height Adjustment. Reclining Front Seatbacks. Adjustable Head Restraints. Fold-Down Rear
Seatback. Passenger-Side Walk-In Feature. Audio Systems 6 Speed Manual. Instrumentation 6
Speed Manual. Two-Tier Instrument Panel. Backlit Gauges. Digital Odometer and Digital Trip
Meters 2. Exterior Temperature Indicator. Fuel and Coolant Temperature Indicators. Front

Passenger Airbag-Off Indicator. Digital Audio-Card Reader. Choose a Year and Model to View
YEAR MODEL.

